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1 Introduction
Alternating Turing machines were introduced in [2] as a mechanism to model parallel computation, and in the related
papers [3-8], investigations of alternating machines have been continued. Inoue, lto and Takanami $[3,\angle 1]$ investigated
hierarchical properties in the accepting powers of reaItime one-way alternating multi-counter automata and multi-stack-
counter automata. Further, Yoshinaga, Inoue and Takanami [5] strengthened the results in $[3,4]$ .
In this paper. we introduce a new machine model, a realtime one-way alternating finite automaton with counters and
$stack- counters_{\backslash }$. in order to investigate the essential difference between counters and stack-counters. Section 2 gives the
definitions and notations necessary for this paper. Section 3 investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of
realtime one-way alternating finite automata with counters and stack-counters which have only universal states. which
have only existential states, and which have full alternation. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k,l)\neq(0,0))$ , let $1\Lambda(k, l,real)$
denote the class of sets accepted by realtime one-way alternating finite automata with $k$ counters and $l$ stack-counters,
let 1U $(k,l,real)$ denote the class of sets accepted by realtime one-way alternating finite automata with $k$ counters and
$l$ stack-counters which have only universal states, and let 1N $(k,l,real)$ denote the class of sets accepted bv realtime
one-way nondeterministic finite automata with $k$ counters and $l$ stack-counters. Further, let $1D(k, l,real)$ denote the
class of sets accepted bv realtime one-way deterministic finite automata with $k$ counters and $l$ stack-counters. We show
that for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(0,0))$ and each $X\in\{U,N\},$ $1D(k, l,real)\subsetneq 1X$ ( $k,$ $l$ ,real) $\subsetneq 1A(k, l,real)$ . Section 4
investigates hierarchical properties based on the numbers of counters and stack-counters. Book and Ginsburg [1] showed
that for each $k\geq 1$ and each $X\in\{N,D\},$ $1X(O, k+1,real)-1X(O, k,real)\neq\phi$ . Inoue, Ito and Takanami [4] showed that
for each $k\geq 1,1A(O.k+1.real)-1\Lambda(0, k,real)\neq\phi$ . Further, it is shown in [5] that for each $k\geq 1,1U(O, k+1,real)$
$-1A$ ( $O$ , k.real) $\neq\phi$ . We strengthen these results, and show, for example, that for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(0, ()))$ , 1U
$(k+1.l.rea1)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$, and $1D(k+1, l,real)-1X(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ for each $X\in\{U,N\}$ . Section 5 investigates a
relationship between the accepting powers of counters and stack-counters. Book and Ginsburg [1] showed that for each
$k\geq 1,1N(O.k,real)-1N(2k-1,0,real)\neq\phi$ , and it is shown in [5] that for each $k\geq 1,1U(O, k,rea1)-1A(k, O,real)\neq\phi$ ,
and $1D(O, k,real)-1U(2k-1, O_{\backslash }.rea1)\neq\phi$ . We show, for example, that for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $|n\geq 1,1U(k, l+7n,rea1)$
$-1A(k+2\pi|-1,l,real)\neq\phi$ , and $1D(k, l+rn,rea1)-1X(k+2_{7}n-1, l,real)\neq\phi$ for each $X\in\{U,N\}$ . Section 6 concludes
this paper by giving several open problems.
2 Preliminaries
A one-way multi-counter automaton is a one-way multi-pushdown automaton whose pushdown stores operate as
counters. i.e.. each storage tape is a pushdown tape of the form $Z^{i}$ ( $Z$ fixed). (See [1,9,10] for formal definitions of
one-wav multi-counter automata.) A one-way lntllti-stack-counter automaton is a one-way multi-counter automaton
svith the added property that each counter may be entered without erasing. In addition, the automaton has the ability
to sense the leftmost and rightmost svmbols on eath stack. We assume that the rightmost symbol on each stack-counter
is the top symbol on the stack. (See [1] for formal definitions of one-way multi-stack-counter automata.)
A one-wav alternating multi-counter automaton (lamca) (resp., a one-way $alter^{-}nating_{1tlt1}1ti- sta\epsilon k$-counter automaton
(lamsca)) A# is the generalization of a one-way nondeterministic multi-counter automaton (resp., a one-way nondeter-
ministic multi-stack-counter automaton) in the same sense as in [2,6,7]. That is, the state set of $M$ is divided into two
disjoint sets, the set of universal states and the set of existential states. Of course, $M$ has a specified set of accepting
states.
Here, we introduce a new machine model, a one-way alternating finite automaton with counters and stack-counters
(lafacs) $\Lambda I_{:}$ in order to investigate the essential difference between counters and stack-counters. That is, $n/$[ has counters
and stack-counters, and is a generalization of lamca and lamsca.
For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(0,0))$ , we denote a one-way alternating finite automaton with $k$ counters and $l$
stack-counters by lafacs(k, $l$ ).
1Ve assume that lafacs’s have the right endmarker “$’’ on the input tape, read the input tape from left to right, and
can enter an accepting state only when falling off the right endmarker $. We also assume that in $0$ne step lafacs’s can
increment or decrement the contents (i.e.. the length) of each counter and stack-counter by at most one.
An $instantan\epsilon ot_{-}^{s}$ description (ID) of lafacs(k, l) $M$ is an element of
$\Sigma^{*}\cross N\cross S_{M}$ ,
where $\Sigma$ $( \not\in\Sigma)$ is the input alphabet of M. $N$ denotes the set of all positive integers, and $S_{M}=Q\cross(Z^{\cdot})^{k}\cross(Z^{x})^{l}\cross$
$(N\cup\{0\})^{l}$ (where $Q$ is the set of states of the finite control of $M,and\backslash Z$ is tbe storage symbol of $M$ ). The first and
second components. $u$ and $i$ , of an ID $I=(?v, i, (q.(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{k}), (\beta_{1}, \ldots,\beta_{l}),(j_{1}, \ldots,j_{l})))$ represent the input string and
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9the input head position, respectively.1 The third component $(q, (\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{k}), (\beta_{1}, \ldots,\beta_{l}), (j_{1}, \ldots,j_{l}))$of $I$ represents the
state of the finite control, the contents of the $k$ counters, the contents of the $l$ stack-counters, and the positions of the
$l$ gtack-counter heads. (These positions are counted from left to right.) For each $j(1\leq j\leq k),$ $0_{j}$ is called a storage
state of the $j$-th counter. and for each $i(1\leq i\leq l)$ , the pair $(\beta_{i},j_{i})$ is called a storage state of the i-th stack-counter. An
element of $S_{M}$ is called a storage state of $M$ . If $q$ is the state associated with an ID $I$ , then $I$ is said to be a universal
( $\epsilon xi_{-}^{q}t\epsilon$ ntial, accepting) ID if $q$ is a universal (existential, accepting) state. The initial ID of lafacs$(k, l)AI$ on $w\in\Sigma^{*}$ is
$I_{Jt}(w)=(u\cdot, 1. (q_{0}, (\lambda, \ldots, \lambda), (\lambda, \ldots, \lambda).(0, \ldots,0)))$ , where $q_{0}$ is the initial state of $M$ and $\lambda$ denotes the empty string.
iVVe write $I\vdash_{j1f}I’$ and say $I’$ is a successor of $I$ if an ID $I’$ follows from an ID $I$ in one step, according to the
transition function of $M$ . A cornputation path of $M$ on input $\iota v$ is a sequence $I_{0}\vdash nII_{1}\vdash_{M}\ldots\vdash_{\lambda f}I_{n}(n\geq 0)$, where
$I_{0}=I_{\Lambda l}(w)$ . A computatton tree of $1lI$ is a finite, nonempty labeled tree with the following properties:
1. each node $7\ulcorner$ of the tree is labeled with an ID, $\ell(\pi)\backslash$
2. if $\pi$ is an internal node (a non-leaf) of the tree, $\ell(\pi)$ is universal and $\{I|\ell(\pi)\vdash_{M}I\}=\{I_{1},I_{2}, \ldots , I_{r}\}$ , then $\pi$ has
exactlv $r$ children $\rho_{1},$ $\rho_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $\rho_{r}$ such that $\ell(\rho_{i})=I_{1}$ . and
3. if $\pi$ is an internal node of the tree and $\ell(\pi)$ is existential, then $\pi$ has exactly one child $p$ such that $\ell(\pi)\vdash_{Ad}\ell(\rho)$ .
A computation tree of $M$ on input u) is a computation tree of $M$ whose root is labeled with $I_{Al}(u’)$ . An accepting
computation tree of $M$ on $w$ is a computation tree of $M$ on $w$ whose leaves are all labeled with accepting ID’s. We say
that $M$ accepts $w$ if there is an accepting computation tree of $M$ on $w$ . We denote the set of input words accepted by
$\Lambda I$ bv $T(M)$ .
For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(0,0))$ , let lufacs(k, l) denote a lafacs(k, l) with only universal states, and
let lnfacs(k, l) denote a one-way nondeterministic finite automaton with $k$ counters and $l$ stack-counters, that is, a
lafacs(k. l) which has no universal states. Further, let ldfacs(k, l) denote a one-way deterministic finite automaton with
$k$ counters and $l$ stack-counters.
For each $x\in\{a.u_{:}n,d\}$ , a lxfacs(k, 1) $M$ operates in time $T(n)$ if for each input $w$ accepted by $M$ , there is an accepting
computation tree of $M$ on u) such that the length of each computation path of the tree is at most $T(|u’|)$ . $M$ operates in
realtime if $T(n)=n+1$ . For each $x\in\{a,u,n,d\}$ , we denote by lxfacs(k, $l,real$ ) a lxfacs(k, l) which operates in realtime.
XVe define
$1A(k, l,real)=$ {$L|L=T(M)$ for some lafacs(k, $l,real)M$ },
$1U(k, l,real)=$ {$L|L=T(M)$ for some lufacs(k, $l,real)M$},
$\mathfrak{b}$
$1N(k, l,real)=$ {$L|L=T(M)$ for some lnfacs(k, $l,real)M$ }, and
$1D(k, l,real)=$ { $L|L=T(\Lambda I)$ for some ldfacs(k, $l,real)M$ }.
It is shown in [1] that for each $k\geq 1$ , each one-way nondeterministic k-stack-counter automaton can be simulated
bv one-wav nondeterministic $2k$-counter automaton without loss of time. By using the same technique as in the proof
of this fact. we can easily show that the following fact holds.
Fact 2.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $m\geq 0((h,l, m)\neq(O, 0,0))$ , and each $X\in$ { $A,U$ ,N,D},
$1X(k, l+m_{:}rea1)\subseteq 1X(k+2m, l,real)$ .
3 A Relationship between ID$(k, l,real)$ , IN $(k, l,real),$ $1U(k, l,real)$ and $1A(k, l,real)$
This section investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of realtime lafacs’s with only universal states,
with only existential states, and with full alternation. Now, let
$1N(k,l, T(n))=$ {$L|L=T(M)$ for some lnfacs(k, l) $M$ operating in $T(n)$ }, and
$1U(k, 1, T(n))=$ {$L|L=T(M)$ for some lufacs$(k,l)M$ operating in $T(n)$}.
Yoshinaga. Inoue and Takanami [5] showed that for each $k\geq 1$ and each $X\in\{U,N\}$ ,
$1D\langle k,$ $O,real$ ) $\subsetneq 1X$ ( $k$ , O.real) $\subsetneq 1A(k, O,real),$ $1D(O, k,real)\subsetneq 1X(0, k,real)\subsetneq 1A(0,k,real)$ ,
$1U(k, O,real)$ is incomparable with $1N(k,O,real)$ , and $1U$ ( $O$ , k.real) is incomparable with IN $(0, k,real)$ .
$14^{r}e$ below show that a similar result holds for lafacs’s. From Lemma 3.1 in [5], we can easily show the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let $L_{1}=\{wcw|w\in\{0,1\}^{+}\}$ , and $L_{2}=\{u’ cw’|w\in\{0,1\}^{+}, w’\neq w\}$ . Then,
(1) $L_{1}\in$ lU(l,O,real),
(2) $L_{2}\in lN(1,0,real)$ ,
(3) $L_{2} \not\in\bigcup_{1\leq k<\infty}\bigcup_{1\leq l<\infty}\bigcup_{1\leq r<\infty}1U(k, l, n^{r})$, and
(4) $L_{1} \not\in\bigcup_{1\leq k<\infty}\bigcup_{1\leq l<\infty}\bigcup_{1\leq r<\infty}1N(k.l, n^{r})$ .
From Lemma 3.1 above, we have the follwing results.
$\overline{\iota\backslash \prime Ve}$note that $1\leq i\leq|u|+2,$ $w\cdot here$ for an}’strings $\iota$) $|v|$ denotes the length of $v$ , “1”, $|w|+1^{:}$’ and “ $|w|+2$ ’ represent the positions of
the leftmost svmbol of ($\iota\cdot$ , the nght endmarker $. and the immediate right to $. Further. we note that $0\leq j$ . $\leq|\beta.|$ for each $1\leq i\leq l$ .
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Theorem 3.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
(1) $1D(k, l,real)\subsetneq 1U(k, t,real)\subsetneq 1A(k, l,real)$ , and
(2) $1D(k, l,real)\subsetneq 1N(k, l,real)\subsetneq 1A(k, l,real)$ .
Theorem 3.2. For each $k\geq 0_{:}l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0)),$ $1U(k, l,real)$ is incomparable with $1N(k, l,real)$ .
4 Hierarchy Results Based on the Numbers of Counters and Stack-Counters
Inoue, Ito and Takanami $[3,4]$ showed that for each $k\geq 1$ ,
$1A$ ( $k+1$ , O.real) $-1A(k, O,real)\neq\phi$ , and $1A(O, k+1,red)-1A(O, k,real)\neq\phi$ .
This section first shows that for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k,l)\neq(O,0))$ ,
$1U(k+1, l,real)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ , and $1N(k+1,l+1,real)-1\Lambda(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
This result strengthens the results in [5]
$1U$ ( $k+1$ ,O.real) $-1A(k,O,real)\neq\phi,$ $1U(O, k+1,real)-1A(0, k,real)\neq\phi$ ,
$1N(k+3, O,real)-1A(k, O,real)\neq\phi$, and $1N(O, k+2,real)-1A(O, k,real)\neq\phi$
for each $k\geq 1$ .
To prove these results, we first give some necessary definitions. Let $M$ be a lafacs(k, $l,real$ ), $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k,l)\neq$
$(0,0))_{:}$ and $\Sigma$ be the input alphabet of it $l$ . For each storage state $s$ of $M$ and for each $w\in\Sigma^{+}$ , let an $s- co\prime\prime lputc\iota tion$ tree
of $M$ on $w$ is a computation tree of $M$ whose root is labeled with the ID $(w, 1,s)$ . (That is, an s-computation tree of
$M$ on $u$ is a computation tree which represents a computation of $M$ on w$ starting with the input head on the leftmost
position of u) and with the storage state $s.$ ) An s-accepting computation tree of $M$ on $w$ is an s-computation tree of $Af$
on $w$ whose leaves are all labeled with accepting ID’s.
For each $n\geq 1$ and for integers $a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $\ldots,a_{k}$ such that $0\leq a_{j}\leq n(1\leq j\leq k)$ , let $p_{n}(a_{k}, a_{k-1}, \ldots, a_{1})$ denote the
integer represented bv $(n+1)$-ary number $a_{k}a_{k-1}\ldots a_{2}a_{1}$ . That is,
$p_{n}(a_{k}, a_{k-1}, \ldots,a_{1})=a_{k}\cross(n+1)^{k-1}+a_{k-1}\cross(n+1)^{k-2}+\ldots+a_{2}\cross(n+1)^{1}+a_{1}\cross(n+1)^{0}$.
Let $g:(N\cup\{0\})\cross(N\cup\{0\})\cross\{0,1\}-(N\cup\{0\})$ be the partial function such that
$g(n,j, m)=\{\begin{array}{l}2(\sum_{=j0}^{n}i)+n-j2(\sum_{=0}^{n}i)+n+j+1\end{array}$ $ifm=1ifm=0$
where $j\leq n$ . If $j>n$ then $g(n,j, m)$ is undefined.
For each $n\geq 1$ and for integers $b_{1},$ $b_{2},$ $\ldots,b_{l}$ such that $0\leq b_{i}\leq g(n, n, 1)(1\leq i\leq l)$ , let $q_{n}(b_{l},b_{l-I}, \ldots,b_{1})$ denote
the integer represented by $(g(n, n, 1)+1)$-ary number $b_{l}b_{l-1}\ldots b_{2}b_{1}$ . That is,
$q_{n}(b_{l},b_{l-1}, \ldots,b_{1})=b_{l}\cross(g(n, n, 1)+1)^{l-1}+b_{l-1}\cross(g(n, n, 1)+1)^{l-2}+\ldots+b_{1}\cross(g(n, n, 1)+1)^{0}$ .
Then, for each $n\geq 1$ , and for integers $0\leq a_{j}\leq n(1\leq j\leq k)$ and $0\leq b_{i}\leq g(n, n, 1)(1\leq i\leq l)$ , let
$o_{n}(p_{\mathfrak{n}}(a_{k}, \ldots,a_{1}),q_{n}(b_{l}, \ldots, b_{1}))=p_{n}(a_{k}, \ldots,a_{1})\cross(g(n,n, 1)+1)^{l}+q_{n}(b_{l}, \ldots,b_{1})$ .
The following lemma leads to our main results.
Lemma 4.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O,0))$ , let
$A(k, l)=\{\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{1}}c_{l}h(n, m_{1})\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}h(n, m_{r})|n\geq 1$ &r $\geq 1$ &\forall j(l $\leq j\leq k$) $[0\leq s_{j}\leq n]\ \forall i(1\leq$
$i\leq l)[0\leq t_{i}\leq n,0\leq u;\leq n-t_{i},c_{i}\in\{0,1\}]$ &\forall f(l $\leq f\leq r$ ) $[m_{f}\geq 1]$ &\exists e(l $\leq e\leq r$ ) $[m_{e}=o_{n}(p_{n}(n-s_{k},$ $\ldots$ ,
$n-s_{1}),q_{n}(g(n-i_{l}, n-t_{l}-u_{l}.c_{l}),$ $\ldots,g(n-t_{1}, n-t_{1}-u_{1}, c_{1})))$]}, and
$A’(k, t)=\{\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{l}}c_{l}h(n, m_{1})\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}h(n, m_{r})|n\geq 1$ $\ r\geq$ l&Vj(l $\leq j\leq k$ ) $[0\leq s_{j}\leq n]\ \forall i(1\leq$
$i\leq l)[0\leq t_{i}\leq n, 0\leq u_{i}\leq n-t_{i}, c_{i}\in\{0,1\}]$ &Ve(l $\leq e\leq r$ ) $[m_{e}\geq 1$ $\ m$. $\neq o_{n}(p_{n}(n-s_{k}, \ldots, n-s_{1}),q_{\iota}(g(n-t_{l}$,
$n-t_{l}-u_{l},c_{l}),$ $\ldots,g(n-t_{1}, n-t_{1}-u_{1},c_{1})))$]},
where $h(n.m)=(0\#^{n})^{m}$ . Then, for each $k\geq 0,$ $t\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
(1) $A(k,l)\in 1A(k, l,real)$ ,
(2) $A’(k,l)\in 1U(k, l,real)$ , and
(3) $A(k, l)\in 1N(k, l+1,real)$ ,
and for each $k\geq 1,$ $l\geq 0((k-1, l)\neq(O,0))$
(4) $A(k.l)\not\in 1A(k-1, l,real)$ , and
(5) $A’(k, t)\not\in 1A(k-1, l,real)$ ,
and for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 1$ and $m\geq 1(l-m\geq 0)$ ,
(6) $A(k, l)\not\in 1A(k+2m-1,l-n,rea1)$ , and
(7) $A’(k, l)\not\in 1A(k+2m-1,l-m,rea1)$ .
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The proof of (1) and (2): $A(k, l)$ (resp., $A’(k,$ $l)$ ) is accepted by alafacs$(k, l,real)$ (resp., lufacs$(k,$ $l,real)$ ) $\Lambda f$
$\backslash vhich$ acts as follows. Let $C_{1},$ $\ldots.C_{k}$ and $SC_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $SC_{l}$ be the collnters and the stack-counters of $AI$ , respectively, and
$H$ be the input $1_{1}ead$ of $\Lambda I$ . Suppose that an inpllt string
$w=\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\eta 1^{s_{2}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{1l1}c_{1}a^{t_{2}}b^{u_{2}}c_{2}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{1}}c_{l}0\#^{n_{11}}0\#^{n_{12}}\ldots 0\#^{n_{1,n_{1}}}\#\ldots\# 0\mathfrak{p}^{n_{r1}}0\#^{n_{r2}}\ldots 0\#?\iota_{rm_{r}}$ $
$(\backslash vheren\geq 1. r\geq 1, c;\in\{0,1\}. \prime t_{ij}. m_{i}\geq 1)$ is ]) $resented$ to $\Lambda I$ . $(I_{1}1])ut$ strings in aform clifferent $fro\ln$ the above can
easily be rejected by $M.$ ) $M$ universally $branc1_{1}es$ to check $tllefoll\backslash ving$ two $1$) $oints$ :
(i) whether the initial segment $\#^{n}$ is eqtlal to every segment $\#^{n;j}$ ,
(ii) whether $0\leq s_{j}\leq n$ for each $j(1\leq j\leq k),$ $0\leq t_{i}\leq n$ and $0\leq u;\leq n-- ii$ for each $i(1\leq i\leq l)$ , and
$7n_{e}=o_{n}((n\ldots.,n-s_{I}),q_{n}(g(n-t_{l},n-i_{l}-u_{l},c_{l}), \ldots,g(n-t_{I},n-t_{1}-u_{1},c_{1})))$ for some $e(1\leq e\leq 7^{\cdot})(resI).$ ,
$n\tau_{e}\neq o_{n}(p_{n}(n-s_{k},\ldots,n-s_{1}),q_{n}(g(n-t_{l},n-t_{l}-u_{l},c_{l}),\ldots,g(n-t_{1},n-t_{1}-u_{1},c_{1})))$ for any $e(1\leq e\leq r))$ .
(i) above can be easily checked by using one $stack- counter_{\backslash }$. and (ii) $al$) $ove$ can [) $e$ checked by using the $follo\backslash ving$ algorithm.
For earh counter $C_{i}(1\leq j\leq k),$ $\backslash \backslash \cdot e$ let $c(i$ denote the $st_{oI}\cdot age$ state of $C_{j}$ . For eacl, stack-cotllrter $SC_{i}(1\leq i\leq l)$ ,
$\backslash ve$ store the flag $F_{i}$ in the finite control. The value of $F_{l}$ is either $0$ or 1. For $eac:hi(1\leq i\leq l)$ , we let $(\beta;,j_{i})$ denot.e
\dagger he storage state of $SC;$ , and let $f$:denote tlte value of $F_{i}$ . The $counti\prime 1gm\iota r|zber$ of $SC_{i}$ is $g(|\beta_{i}|,j_{i}, f_{i})$ . For each $i$
$(1\leq i\leq l)$ . we let $d_{i}$ denote the $counti_{11}g$ nulnber of $SC_{i}$ .
(a) While reading the initial seglnellt $\#^{n}$ of $w,$ $M$ stores $Z^{n}$ in each of $k$ counters $C_{I},$ $\ldots,C_{k}$ and each of $l$ stack-
counters $SC_{1}\ldots..SC_{l}$ . After that. for each $j(1\leq j\leq k)$ , on tlte $seg\iota neltt1^{s_{j}},$ $M$ erases $Z^{s_{j}}$ in $C_{j}\backslash vhile$ reading 1 $s_{j}$
$aIld$ for each ? $(1 \leq i\leq l)$ , on the segment $a^{t;}b^{u}’ c_{i},$ $M$ erases $Z^{t;}$ in $SC_{i}$ while reacling $a^{t_{1}},$ lnoves the i-th stack-counter
$hPad\uparrow\ell_{i}$ cellq to the left $\backslash vithoutelasi_{1l}gZ^{n-t}$ . in $|5^{\cdot}C_{i}$ while reading $b^{u_{j}}$ and sets $f_{i}=c;\in\{0,1\}$ . $D\tau\iota ring$ tltis action,
$\wedge 1f$ can $c1_{1}eck$ whether $0\leq s_{j}\leq n$ for each $j(1\leq j\leq k)$ , and $0\leq t_{i}\leq n$ and $0\leq u_{i}\leq n-t_{i}$ for each $i(1\leq i\leq l)$ .
$WllenH$ reaches the symbol $0^{\cdot}’ j\tau lst$ after $c_{l},$ $’\alpha_{j}=Z^{\iota-s_{J}}$ for each $1\leq j\leq k,$ $\beta_{i}=Z^{n-t;},$ $j_{i}=n-t_{i}-u\{,$ $f_{i}=c_{i}$ , and
$d_{i}=g(n-t_{i}, n-t_{\mathfrak{i}}-u_{2}, c_{i})$ for each $1\leq i\leq t_{J}$.and thus
$o_{n}(p_{n}(|\alpha_{k}|, \ldots, |\alpha_{1}|),q_{n}(d_{l}, \ldots,d_{1}))=$
$o_{\mathfrak{n}}(p_{\eta}(n-s_{k}, \ldots,n-s_{1}),q_{n}(g(n-t_{l},n-t_{l}-\iota\iota_{l}.c_{l}),\ldots,r/(n-\dagger\iota,?t-t_{1}-u_{1},c_{1})))$.
(b) AsslInillg $tllat(i)$ above is successfully $cl$ ) $eckeel$ (i.e., $n=l_{ij}$ for all $i,$ $j$ ), after $rea\iota lillg$ the $seg_{tt1}ent\#\prime t1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}$
$a^{t_{1}}b^{\prime\iota_{1}}cl\cdots a^{s}b^{t_{t}}c_{l}$ of the input $\tau v,$ $M$ existentially $g\iota lessesso|1lee(1\leq e\leq?\cdot)$ and checks whether $?l1_{e}=o_{n}(p_{n}(|0_{k}|,$ $\ldots$ ,
$|\mathfrak{a}_{1}|).q_{n}(d_{l}\ldots., d_{1}))$ (resp., $J\backslash I$ llIliveIsally $[$) $ranches$ to check $\backslash vhethernr_{e}\neq o_{n}(p_{\iota}(|\alpha_{k}|, \ldots, |\alpha_{1}|).q_{n}(d_{l}, \ldots, d_{1}))$ for
each $\epsilon(1\leq e\leq r)).$ To $c1_{1}eck$ wltether $7n_{e}=o_{n}(p_{n}(|\alpha_{k}|, \ldots, |\alpha_{1}|),q_{n}(d_{l},\ldots,d_{1}))(resp.,$ $’?1_{e}\neq o_{n}(p_{n}(|\alpha_{k}|, \ldots, |a_{1}’|)$,
$q_{n}(d_{l}, \ldots.d_{1}))),$ $M$ decrements $o_{1}(p_{n}(|\alpha_{k}|, \ldots, |\alpha_{1}|),q_{1}(d_{l}, \ldots, d_{1}))$ by one each time $H$ lueets the symbol $0$’in the
substring $0\#^{n_{1}}- 0\#^{n_{e2}}\ldots t1\#^{n_{\underline{\prime}m_{\epsilon}}}(=\triangle\uparrow)_{C})$ . In orcler to do so, $M$ decrements $d_{1}$ ( $=t1_{1eCOU11}$ ting nulnber of $SC_{1}$ ) by $0l1e$ each
time $H$ meets the symbol $0$ . In $t1_{1}is$ case, for exalnple, if $d_{1}=0\backslash v1\iota$en $H$ lneets the r-th $0$ from the left in $\tau_{e}$ , then
$i$ . if $d_{m}\neq 0$ (where $m$ is the slnallest integer.such that $d_{nv}\neq 0$ ), tlten $M$ decrelnellts $d_{m}$ by one instead of decrementing
$d_{1}$ by one. and $M$ sets $d_{1}=d_{2}=\ldots=d_{m-1}=g(?r.n, 1)$ by using the (assulltecl) length $n$ of $\#^{n_{cl}}s$ in $v_{e}$ (note that we
assume that $n_{el}=n$ for each $1\leq l\leq m_{e}$ ).
$ii$ . if $d_{1}=\ldots=d_{l}=0a1\tau d|\alpha_{m}|\neq 0$ (where $m$ is the smallest integer such that $|\alpha_{m}|\neq 0$ ), then $M$ erases the rightmost
$Z$ on $C_{m}$ (i.e.. $|0_{m}|arrow|(-1_{m}|-1)$ by one $i_{11}stead$ of $decrelllentingd_{1}$ by one, and $M$ sets $d_{1}=d_{2}=\ldots=d_{l}=g(n, n, 1)$
and $a_{1}=\alpha_{2}=\ldots=t_{-}1_{n-1}=Z^{\mathfrak{n}}$ by using the length $n$ of $\#^{\iota_{e1}}s$ in $v_{e}$ .
$M$ enters an accepting state only if $H$ meets the last $0$ in $v_{e}$ with $|\alpha_{1}|=$ . . . $=|(\alpha_{k}|=d_{1}=$ . .. $=d_{k}=0$
(i.e., $o_{n}(p_{n}(|\alpha_{k}|,$ $\ldots,$ $|\alpha_{1}|),$ $q_{n}(d_{l},$ $\ldots,$ $d_{1}))=0$ ) (resp., $M$ enters an accepting state only if $H$ meets the last $0$ in $v_{e}$ witlt
$|\alpha_{j}|\neq 0$ for some $1\leq j\leq k$ or with $d_{i}\neq 0$ for some $1\leq i\leq t$ (i.e., $o_{n}(\iota^{y_{n}}(|\alpha_{k}|,$ $\ldots,$ $|\alpha_{1}|),$ $q_{n}(d_{l},$ $\ldots,d_{1}))\neq 0$ ) or II lneets
$0$ in $v_{\epsilon}$ after $|C11|=\ldots=|\alpha_{k}|=d_{1}=\ldots=d_{l}=0$ ).
[In order to decrement $d_{i}(1\leq i\leq l)$ by one,
$i$ . if $f:=1$ and $j_{i}\neq 0$ , then $M$ has only to set $f_{i}=1$ , and move the i-th stack-counter head one cell to the left
$(i.e., j_{i}arrow j_{1}-1)$ ,
$ii$ . if $f;=1$ and $j:=0,$ thell $M$ has $011[y$ to set $f_{i}=0$ with $j_{i}=0$ ,
$iii$ . if $f_{1}=0$ and $j_{1}<|\beta_{i}|$ , then $M$ has only to set $f_{\dot{2}}=0$ , and move the i-th stack-counter head one cell to the right
$(i.e., j_{i}arrow j_{i}+1)_{:}$ and
$iv$ . if $f_{i}=0$ and $j_{i}=|\beta_{1}|\neq 0$ , then $M$ has only to set $f_{i}=1$ , and erase the rightmost $Z$ on $SC_{i}$ (i.e., $|\beta_{i}|-|\beta_{1}|-1$
and $j_{i}arrow j_{1}-1$ ).
$Theproofof(3):Alnf^{i}acsNotethatiff:=0andj=/k^{i}l+1,real)M^{i}cana^{i}cce^{i}ptA(k\cdot,l)asfo110\backslash vs\beta|=0.thend=g(|\beta|,j,f;I=g(0,0,0)=0..$




$SC_{l+1}$ be the stack-counters of M. For a $1$) $resentedi_{11}put$ string, $Mc1_{1}ecks$ the above two $I$) $oints(i)$ and (ii)
in the proof of (1) and (2). That is. $M$ cltecks by using,5 $C_{l+1}\backslash vheter(i)$ above holds, and checks by using the salne
algorithm as in the ])$roof$ of (1) whether (ii) holds.
The proof of (4) and (5): $Su$ ]) $pose$ that there exists alafacs$(k-1,l,real)\Lambda Y\backslash vhich$ accepts $A(k, l)(1^{\cdot}es_{1}).,$ $A’(k,l))$ .
For each $n\geq 1,$ let
$1^{r}’(n)=\{\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\#\cdots b1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{l}}c_{1}h(n.,m_{1})\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}h(n,m_{L(n)})|\forall j(1\leq j\leq k)[0\leq s_{j}\leq n]\ \forall i(1\leq i\leq l)[0\leq t_{i}\leq$
$n,0\leq u_{i}\leq n-t_{i},c;\in\{0,1\}]$ &\forall f(l $\leq f\leq L(n)$ ) $[1\leq m_{j}\leq L(n)]$ &\exists e(l $\leq e\leq L(n)$ ) $[m_{e}=$
$o_{n}(p_{n}(n-\underline{s}k, \ldots,n-s_{1}),q_{n}(g(n-t_{l},n-t_{l}-u_{l},c_{l}),\ldots,g(n-t_{1},n-t_{1}-u_{1},c_{1})))](resp.,\forall e(1\leq e\leq L(n))[m_{e}\neq$
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$o_{n}(p_{n}(n-s_{k}, \ldots . n-\underline{\}_{1}),$ $q_{n}(g(n-t_{l}, n-t_{l}-u_{l}, c_{l}), . , . , g(n-t_{1}, n-t_{1}-?\iota_{1}, c_{1})))$ ])} $\subseteq A(k, l)$ (resp., $\subseteq A’(k,$ $l)$ ), where
$L(n)=\{(n+1)^{k}-1\}\cross\{g(n, n, 1)+1\}^{l}+\{g(n, n, 1)+1\}^{l}-1=(n+1)^{k}\{g(n, n, 1)+1\}^{l}-1$ , and let
$Tf’-(n)=\{h(n, m_{1})\#\ldots\# h(n, m_{L(n)})|\forall i(1\leq i\leq L(n))[1\leq m_{i}\leq L(n)]\}$ .
Note that for each $x=\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{I}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{l}}c_{l}h(n, 7n_{1})\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}f\iota(n, rn_{L(n)})$ in $V(n)$ , there exists an accepting
computation tree of $M$ on $x$ which has the properties:
(i) for each computation path $P$ from the root to a leaf, the length of $P$ is $|x\|$ and $P$ represents a computation in
which the input head moves one cell to the right in each step, and thus
(ii) for each node $\pi$ labeled with an ID $\backslash v1_{1}ichM$ enters just after the input head has read the initial segment
$\#$
“ $1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{1}}c_{l}of:t\cdot$ . the length of each counter and stack-counter in $\ell(\tau_{\mathfrak{l}})$ is bounded by $(k+2l+1)’?+$
$(k+l-1)$ . since $\lambda I$ operates in realtime and we assume that $M$ can enter an accepting state only when falling off the
right end marker $.
For each storage state $s$ of $M$ and for each $y$ in $T^{1}V(n)$ , let
$M_{y}(s)$
$=1$ if there exists an s-accepting computation tree of $M$ on $y$ such that for each computation path $P$ from the root to
a leaf. the length of $P$ is $|y\|$ and $P$ represents a computation in which the input head moves one cell to the right
in each step,
$=0$ otherwise.
For any two strings $y$ . $z$ in $I^{J}V(n)$ , we say that $y$ and $z$ are M-equivalent if $M_{y}(s)=M_{z}(s)$ for each storage state
-s $=$ $(q, (\alpha_{1}, \ldots , \alpha_{k-1}), (\beta_{1}, \ldots,\beta_{l}), (j_{1}, \ldots,j_{l}))$ of $AI$ with $0\leq|\alpha_{j}|\leq(k+2l+1)n+(k+l-1)(1\leq j\leq k-1)$ and
$0\leq j_{i}\leq|f_{\backslash }^{3_{i}|}\leq(k+2l+1)n+(k+l-1)(1\leq i\leq l)$ . Clearly, M-equivalence is equivalence relation on strings in $W(n)$ ,
and there are at most
$E(n)=2^{\mathcal{T}\{(k+2l+1)n+(k+l)\}^{k+2l- 1}}$
Af-equivalence classes. where $r$ denotes the number of states of the $f\iota$nite control of $\rfloor lf$ . We denote these Af-equivalence
classes bv $C_{1}.C_{2}\ldots$ . , $C_{E(n)}$ . For each $y=h(n, m_{1})\#\ldots\# h(n, 7n_{L(n)})$ in $I\prime V(n)$ , let $b(y)=\{7n|\exists i(1\leq i\leq L(n))[?’$. $=m_{i}]\}$ .
Furthermore, for each $n\geq 1$ , let $R(n)=\{b(y)|y\in TV(n)\}$ . Then,
$|R(n)|=(\begin{array}{l}L(n)1\end{array})+(\begin{array}{l}L(n)2\end{array})+\ldots+(\begin{array}{l}L(|t)L(n)\end{array})=2^{L\langle n)}-1$ .
We can easily see that $\log E(n)=O(n^{k+2l-1})$ and $\log|R(n)|=O(n^{k+2l})^{2}$ Thus, we have $|R(n)|>E(n)$ for large $n$ .
For such $n$ , there must be some $\mathcal{Q},$ $Q’(\mathcal{Q}\neq \mathcal{Q}’)$ in $R(n)$ and some $C_{i}(1\leq i\leq E(n))$ such that the following statement
holds:
“There are two strings $y,$ $z\in T:V(n)$ such that (a) $b(y)=Q\neq \mathcal{Q}’=b(z)$ , and (b) $y,$ $z\in C$; (i.e., $y$ and $z$ are
M-equivalent).”
Because of (a). we can, without loss of generality, assume that there is some positive integer $m$ such that 1 $\leq$
$m\leq L(n)$ and $m\in b(y)-b(z)$ . $C\prime lea\iota\cdot ly$, there are some $s_{1},\underline{.}e_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $s_{k}$ , and $(t_{1}, u_{1},c_{1}),$ $(t_{2}, u_{2},c_{2}),$ $\ldots,$ $(t_{l}, e\iota_{l}, c_{l})$ such that
$m=o_{n}(p_{n}(n-\underline{.}s_{k}, \ldots, n-s_{1}), q_{n}(g(n-t_{l}.n-t_{l}-\tau\iota_{l}, c_{l}), \ldots,g(n-t_{1}, n-t_{1}-1l_{1}C_{1})))$ and for such $s_{j}(1\leq j\leq k)$ and
$(t_{\mathfrak{i}}.u_{1}, c_{2})(1\leq i\leq l)$. it follows that
$y’=\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}1^{s_{2}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}a^{f_{2}}b^{u_{2}}c_{2}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{1}}c_{l}y\in A(k, l)$
$($ resp., $y’=\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}1^{s_{2}}\#\ldots\# 1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}a^{f_{2}}b^{u_{2}}c_{2}\ldots a^{t}{}^{t}b^{u_{l}}c_{l\sim}7\in A’(k,l))_{:}$ and
$z’\sim=\#^{n}1^{s1}\mathfrak{h}1^{s_{2}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}a^{t_{2}}b^{u_{2}}c_{2}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{l}}c_{l^{4}}\sim\not\in A(k, l)$
(resp., $z’=\#^{n}1^{s_{1}}\mathfrak{h}1^{s_{2}}\mathfrak{h}\ldots \mathfrak{h}1^{s_{k}}a^{t_{1}}b^{u_{1}}c_{1}a^{t_{2}}b^{u_{2}}c_{2}\ldots a^{t_{l}}b^{u_{l}}c_{l}y\not\in A’(k,$ l)$ ).
But because of (b), $y’$ is accepted by $M$ iff $z’$ is accepted by $M$ , which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of
(4) and (5).
The proof of (6) and (7): The proof is almost the same as that of (4) and (5) of the lemma, and so omitted here. $\square$
We are now ready to have our main results.
Theorem 4.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
(1) $1l\dagger$ ( $k+1$ , l.real) $-1A(k.l,real)\neq\phi$ , and
(2) 1U { $k.l+1.real$ ) $-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
Theorem 4.2. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k.l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
(1) $1N(k+1.l+1.rea1)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$,
(2) $1N(k, l+2.real)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ . and
(3) $1N(k+3, l,real)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
2For any set S. $|S|$ denotes the number of elements of $S$ .
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proof. (1) follows from Lemma 4.1 (3) and (4). (2) easily follows from (1) of the theorem. Since $1N(k, l+7n,\iota\cdot ea1)\subseteq$
IN $(k+2m, l,real)$ for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $m\geq 0((k, l, m)\neq(0,0,0))$ (Fact 2.1), (3) follows from (1) of the $tlleorem$ . $\square$
Book and Ginsburg [1] essentially showed that for each $k\geq 1$ and each $X\in\{N, D\}$ ,
$1X(k+1,O,real)-1X(k, O,real)\neq\phi$ , and $1X(O, k+1,real)-1X(O, k,real)\neq\phi$ .
Now, we strengthen this result, and show a relationship between the accepting powers of lufacs(k, $l,real$ ) $s,$ $lnfacs(k, l,real)s$
and ldfacs(k, $l,real$ ) $s$ .
Lemma 4.2. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k.l)\neq(O, 0))$ , let
$U(k.l)=\{0^{s_{1}}1^{t_{1}}0^{s_{2}}1^{t_{2}}\ldots 0^{s_{t}}1^{t_{1}}\# 1^{u_{1}}\# 1^{u_{2}}\#\ldots\# 1^{u_{k}}|\forall i(1\leq i\leq l)[1\leq t_{i}\leq\underline{;}]\ \forall j(1\leq j\leq k)[\tau\iota_{j}\geq 1]\}$ , and
$L(k, l)=\{wcw^{Ii}|w\in U(k, l)\}^{3}$
For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k,l)\neq(O,0))$ ,
(1) $L(k,l)\in 1D(k, l,real)$ and
(2) $L(k,l)^{c}\in 1D(k,l,real)^{4}$
and for each $k\geq 1,$ $l\geq 0((k-1.l)\neq(O,0))$ ,
(3) $L(k,l)\not\in 1N(k-1, l,real)$ ,
and for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 1$ and $m\geq 1(l-m\geq 0)$ ,
(4) $L(k,l)\not\in 1N(k+2m-1,l-m,red)$ .
proof. By using the same technique as in the proof in [5], we can prove this lemma. So the proof is omitted here. $\square$
Theorem 4.3. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
(1) $1D(k+1,l,real)-1N(k.l,real)\neq\phi$ . and
(2) $1D(k, t+1,real)$ –IN $\langle k,$ $j_{rea}|$ ) $\neq\phi$ .
We need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k.l)\neq(O,0))_{:}$ let co-lN $(k, t,real)=$ { $L^{c}|L\in 1N(k,$ l.real)}.
Then, for each $k\geq 0^{\backslash },l\geq 0((k, 1)\neq(0,0)),$ $1U(k, l,real)=co- 1N(k, l,real)$ .
proof. By using the same technique as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 in [5], we can easily prove this lemma.
Theorem 4.4. For each $k\geq 0_{:}l\geq 0((k, l)\neq(O, 0))$ ,
{1) $1D(k+1.l,rea1)-1U(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ , and
(2) $1D(k.l+1,real)-1U(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
proof. Bv Lemma 4.2 (3) and Lemma 4.3, we can show that $L^{c}(k, l)\not\in 1U(k-1, l,real)$ for each $k\geq 1,$ $l\geq 0$
{ $(k-1, l)\neq(O, 0))$ . The theorem follows from this fact and Lemma 4.2 (2). $\square$
Corollary 4.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k, t)\neq(O,0))$ , and each $X\in\{A,U,N,D\}$ ,
(1) $1X(k+1,l,rea1)-1X(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ , and
(2) $1X(k,l+1.rea1)-1X(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
Corollary 4.2. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0((k.l)\neq(O, 0))$ , and each $X\in\{A,U,N,D\}$ ,
(1) $1X$ ( $k$ , l.reaJ) $\subsetneq 1X$ ( $k+1$ , l.real), and
(2) $1X(k,l,real)\subsetneq 1X(k, l+1,real)$ .
5 A Relationship between Counters and Stack-Counters
This section investigates a relationship between the accepting powers of realtime lafacs’s.
Book and Ginsburg [1] showed that for each $k\geq 1$ ,
$1N(O, k,real)-1N(2k-1,O,real)\neq\phi$.
Yoshinaga. Inoue and Takanami [5] showed that for each $k\geq 1$ ,
1D $(0, k,real)-1U(2k-1,O,real)\neq\phi$ .
3For anv string $n_{:}u^{R}$ denotes the reversal of $u’$ .
4 For anv language $L,$ $L^{c}$ denotes the complement of $L$ .
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XVe first show that a similar result holds for lafacs’s with only universal states and with only existential states.
Theorem 5.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $m\geq 1$ ,
(1) $1D(k, l+7n_{:}rea1)-1N$ ( $k+2m-1$ , l.real) $\neq\phi$ , and
(2) $1D\{k,$ $l+m.rea1$ ) $-1U(k+2m-1, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
proof. (1) folows from Lemma 4.2 (1) and (4). By using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, (2)
follows from (1) of this theorem. $\square$
Corollary 5.1. For each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $m\geq 1$ , and each $X\in\{U,N,D\},$ $1X(k,l+7n,1^{\cdot}ea1)-1X(k+2m$. $-1, l,reaJ)\neq\phi$ .
lnoue, Ito and Takanami [4] showed that for each $k\geq 1$ ,
$1A$ ( $0$ , k.real) $-1A(k,0,real)\neq\phi$ .
Yoshinaga, Inoue and Takanami [5] strengthened this result and showed that for each $k\geq 1$ ,
1 $l\dagger(0.k,real)-1A(k,0,real)\neq\phi,$ $1N(0.k,real)-1A(k,0,real)\neq\phi(k\neq 2)$ , and $1A(0, k,real)-1A(2k-1,0,real)\neq\phi$.
From Lemma 4.1, we now strengthen this result further.
Theorem 5.2. For each $k\geq 0.1\geq 0$ and $m\geq 1$ ,
(1) $1U(k,l+m,rea1)-1A(k+2m-1, l,real)\neq\phi$, and
(2) $1N(k,l+m+1,rea1)-1A(k+2m-1, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
Theorem 5.3. For each $k\geq 0_{:}l\geq 0$ and $m$. $\geq 1,1\Lambda(k, l+m,rea1)-1A(k+2\uparrow n-1, l,real)\neq\phi$ .
Remark Book and Ginsburg [1] showed that there are no $i$ and $j$ such that $lN(i,O,real)=lN(O,j,real)$ . It is
shown in [5] that there are no $i$ and $j$ such that. $\perp X(i, O,real)=1X(O,j,real)$ for each $X\in\{U,D\}$ . For each $X\in$ { $\Lambda$ ,U,N,D},
if “ $1X$ ( $k,$ $l+1$ ,real) $\subsetneq 1X$ ( $k+2$ , l.real) for each $k\geq 0_{:}l\geq 0$ ’ can be proved, then from the results in this paper, it follows
that there are no pairs ( $i.j$ } and $(k.l)$ such that $(i,j)\neq(k, l)$ and $1X(i,j,real)=1X(k.l,real)$ .
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented several hierarchical results in the accepting powers of realtime lafacs’s. We conclude
this paper by listing up some open problems,
(1) For each $k\geq 0_{:}l\geq 0$ and each $X\in\{N,D\}$ ,
$1X(k+1.l,rea1)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ ? and $1X(k, l+1,real)-1A(k, l,real)\neq\phi$ ?
(2) $1N(k, l+m,rea1)-1A(k+2m-1, l,real)\neq\phi$ for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and $m\geq 1$ ?, and
(3) $1X(k,l+1,real)\subsetneq 1X$ ( $k+2$ , l.real) for each $k\geq 0,$ $l\geq 0$ and each $X\in\{A,U,N,D\}$ ?
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